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We have measured the coherent nuclear production of m +co systems at 202.5 GeV. This
final state is dominated by the B+(1235) meson with a measured mass and full width of
1.271 +0.011 GeV and 0.232 +0.029 GeV, respectively. A radiative width of 230 +60 keV
was extracted for the process B+(1235) m+y.

PACS numbers: 13.40.—f, 13.40.Hq, 13.85.Hd, 14.40.Cs

In an experiment at the Fermi National Accelera-
tor Laboratory, we have studied the properties of
the B+(1235) meson produced via the coherent
reaction
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using a.202.5-GeV pion beam incident on Cu and
Pb targets. At these energies, the purely elec-
tromagnetic Prirnakoff process' is expected to dom-
inate coherent production at very small values of t,

the four-momentum transfer squared. These mea-
surements were part of a comprehensive experi-
ment designed to determine the electromagnetic
couplings of spin-1 and spin-2 mesons to pseudo-
scalar mesons. Such data provide stringent tests of
specific quark-model calculations of spin transition
rates. In addition, electromagnetic production pro-
vides a particularly clean regime for examining the
properties of a particular elementary particle.

The experimental apparatus has been described
previously in detail. Its salient features included a
secondary beam equipped with Cherenkov counters
and trajectory-defining proportional chambers, a
drift- and proportional-chamber forward magnetic
spectrometer, and a finely segmented liquid-argon
calorimeter. This latter device was located down-
stream of the magnetic spectrometer.

Beam K+ decays in flight to ++vs, m+m+m

and e+m I were recorded simultaneously with the
coherent scattering data. These decays were used to
determine the resolution of the spectrometer, veri-
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fy the reliability of the Monte Carlo model of the
apparatus, and check the absolute normalization of
the measured cross sections.

The data reported here were derived from one of
several simultaneous triggers used for this ap-
paratus. The particular trigger used here required a
pulse height indicating three minimum-ionizing
particles in a scintillation counter, located just
downstream of the target, two to four charged
tracks in the spectrometer's proportional chambers,
and no hits in the veto scintillation counters. These
latter devices were designed to detect noncoherent

reactions. In total, 7.5 && IO events were recorded
and analyzed to obtain this data sample.

The following requirements were imposed on the
data to isolate the final state identified in Reaction
(1): (a) identification of the incident particle as a
pion; (b) a final state consisting of two photons and
three charged tracks (two positive, one negative);
(c) a reconstructed interaction point located in the
target; (d) reconstruction of the two y's as a m

within the experimental resolution; and (e) no
measurable energy loss between the initial and final
state.

Figure 1(a) shows the n +m n effective-mass
spectrum for the 4m events selected by means of
these cuts. The plot has two entries per event,
representing the two possible choices for the m+.
Clear q and co signals are seen. The q's are primari-
ly from A2 decays which have been analyzed previ-

ously; they can be considerably reduced by a cut on
~t~ (0.005 (GeV/c)'. The procedure of plotting
two entries per event overemphasizes the back-
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ground under the q and co peaks. The actual back-
ground under the co peak was estimated as ~20%
from a study of events near to but outside the peak.

Figure 1(b) shows the m co invariant-mass distri-
bution for events with a 3m mass in the co region
(0.74—0.82 GeV) and with four-momentum trans-
fer —r (0.005 (GeV/c) . Excluded from the plot
are events with either 3m mass combination in the

q region. These data have been corrected with use
of the calculated experimental acceptance shown in
the figure. The m+cu mass distribution is clearly
dominated by a single peak.

The superimposed curve is a fit to the mass spec-
trum by a relativistic p-wave Breit-Wigner reso-
nance modified by the coherent production pro-
cess, plus polynomial terms for the background.
(The polynomial form for the background yielded a
more probable fit than other forms, including a
polynomial plus a Gaussian with a peak under the
resonance. ) The background as shown, integrated
from 1.0 to 1.8 GeV, comprises 13% of the signal,
in reasonable agreement with the ~20% value es-
timated in connection with Fig. 1(a). The fit yields
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F[G. l. (a) The vr+m no mass for events selected ac-
cording to the cuts listed in the text. There are two mass
combinations plotted for each event. (b) The ++au mass
distribution (acceptance corrected) for events selected
from the plot above, for both Cu and Pb targets. The ex-
perimental acceptance is shown by the line above the
data. The dashed curve indicates the amount of back-
ground required by the fit.

a mass of 1.271+0.011 GeV and a width of
0.232 +0.029 GeV. The mass is shifted from the
apparent centrum of the peak in Fig. 1(b) by the
approximately 1/m dependence of the Primakoff
cross section. The chi-squared for the fit is 0.9/
DOF. The most probable identification of this peak
is with the B+(1235) resonance.

The mass and width reported here are larger than
the standard values for the 8+ meson. ~ Previous
data were obtained in strong-interaction processes
and may have been subject to substantial interfer-
ence and background effects that are not as severe
in this experiment. Measurements of masses and
widths of the p, E"+, E"+(1420), and A2+ mes-
ons, previously reported by this collaboration, have
all agreed with standard values, which argues
against a systematic energy-scale error in this exper-
iment. (These other states were observed with a
considerably smaller width than the 8, so that the
1/m production dependence had a much smaller
effect on the resonance peak. ) A recent photopro-
duction experiment' has observed a 8-meson width
of 0.230 GeV, consistent with the measurement re-
ported here. However, the 8-meson mass in those
data was 1.215 GeV, which is significantly lower
than our value. We currently do not know of any
explanation for these discrepancies, other than the
general observation that backgrounds and kinematic
factors can cause masses and widths to appear to
vary for different production processes.

We have investigated the angular distributions of
the sequential decays 8+ ++cd, m m+m

and the t distribution for 8-meson production. The
events used for these analyses were required to
have a m+cu mass between 1.0 and 1.4 GeV. In this
mass region, the non-B background from Fig. 1(b)
is =6%. The data used for these analyses were
corrected for this background level.

The goal of the decay-angle analysis was to check
the spin and parity of the observed peak to deter-
mine whether it was characterized by unnatural spin
and parity, which would help confirm the identifica-
tion of the resonance as the 8. The amplitude for
this sequential decay is

M cc Q„I'),D~~~ (4, 0, 0) D„"o (P, 8, 0), (2)

where I'& is the helicity amplitude of the co

(g„iF&i =1), C and 0 are the polar and azimu-
thal angles of the co in the Brest frame, and P and 8
are the polar and azimuthal angles of the normal to
the co decay plane. In the Brest frame, the z axis is
parallel to the momentum vector of the meson
(helicity frame) and the y axis is normal to the pro-
duction plane. The angles P and 8 are measured in
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FIG. 2. The decay angular distribution defined in the
text. The curve is a fit which is also described in the text.
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the co rest frame with the z' axis defined parallel to
the momentum vector of the co and y

'= z x z '. In
this experiment, 4 was not well determined be-
cause the extremely small t resulted in a poor defin-
ition of the production plane. On the other hand, 0
was well defined on an event-by-event basis, but
variations in the experimental acceptance dominat-
ed the cosO distribution. Monte Carlo studies,
however, indicate good resolution and a flat accep-
tance for 8 and P.

Parity conservation in the decay B neo requires
that F„=eF „, where e = P( —1) —with P rep-

resenting the parity of the B meson. ' The helicity
amplitudes can be evaluated by study of the cosH

distribution given by

= —', ((Fo~ cos 0+~F~~ sin 8).
d cosH

(3)

Figure 2 shows that the data are dominated by the
second term. However, the value of

~ Fo~ deter-
mined by a maximum-likelihood fit is 0.16 +0.03,
which is significantly nonzero and consistent with

previous measurements. This value for the I'0
term indicates that the observed resonance must
have unnatural spin and parity (i.e. , 1+,2
3+, . . .) which is consistent with the standard as-
signments of the B+(1235) meson (J =1+).
Thus, the spin and parity analysis confirms the
identification of the observed peak as the
B+(1235) meson.

The total coherent differential cross section for B
production can be written as

d oJdt =
~ T, + e'~.T, I, ,

where T, is the electromagnetic production ampli-
tude and T, is the strong interaction amplitude. T,
is proportional to the radiative width I'„(B+

m+ y) and is sharply peaked near t =0. T, can
be written in terms of C„which is the strength
parameter for coherent strong production on a nu-
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FIG. 3. The measured differential cross section for
coherent production of the ++co system from Cu and Pb
targets. The solid line is a fit to the data; the dashed line
is the contribution of only the electromagnetic amplitude
to the cross section. The shape of the dashed curves was
calculated with use of the equations of Ref. 1.
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cleon. The detailed parametrizations of each of
these scattering amplitudes can be found else-
where. '

Figure 3 shows the differential cross sections
measured in this experiment for the Pb and Cu tar-
gets. These cross sections were fitted by varying
the parameters I'~, C„and the relative phase Q.
They have been corrected for the observed back-
ground. The latter two quantities were not well

determined because of the dominance of the elec-
tromagnetic channel. The acceptable range for C,
varied from 1 to 4 mb/(GeV/c) . The radiative
width, I ~, was determined to be 230 keV with a
systematic error of 30 keV. (The systematic error is
determined from the fitting process. This width
value also assumes that the B decays hadronically
only to cue. ) This uncertainty, combined in quadra-
ture with a 35-keV statistical error and a 15% nor-
malization error, yielded a radiative width and error
of 230 +60 keV.

Our result agrees reasonably with predictions
based on single-quark transitions and a vector-
dominance model. If we use the values for the
mass, full width, and I"0 measured in this experi-
ment, the predicted radiative width is 274 48 keV.
The previous world averages for these parameters
yield a prediction of 184 +30 keV.

In summary, we have measured the differentia1
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cross section for coherent production of the ++co
final state at 200-GeV incident energy. These data
demonstrate the dominance of the Primakoff effect
on Cu and Pb targets for —t &0.002 (GeV/c) .

The Primakoff cross section itself is dominated by
a single resonant state which we have identified
through its mass, width, decay modes, and parity
assignment as the 8+(1235). We have determined
new values for the mass and width of this state,
which are less likely to be affected by background
than previous strong-interaction measurements.
The measured radiative width I'~ is consistent with
quark-model predictions that also explain other ra-
diative widths measured in this experiment.
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